
Mojo Inc. Technical Rider 2022

Mojo Incorporation
technical rider

 
contact  :

band:
Lukas Schönböck - +43680/3351584 - lukas.schoenboeck@gmail.com

technical requests:
Benjamin Mayr  - +43660/4611225 - benjaminmayr@gmx.at

hospitality  :

travel pary:

- 8 band members

backstage:

- a comfortable private room only for the band (couch, chairs, table, mirror..)

- water – sparkling + non sparkling

- a few various fruit juices, ice tea

- coffee

- beer

- whitewine  

- snacks (chips, nuts, cold plate ect.)

- 8 hot vegetarian meals before or after the show (ask when we arrive)

accomodation:

please ask the band

stage:

- min 4x5 m, at least enough space for 8 people + backline (see stgeplot)

- the stage has to be stable, swingproof and be kept clear of rain and water

- 7 monitors on 7 seperate ways (minimum 3 monitors on 3 ways for small venues)
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P.A.

- reasonably sized P.A. system, well dimensioned for the room with enough 
headroom!

- a good quality mixer with at least 24 inputs, 8 returns, graphic eq,  compressors, 
effects

we do not have a sound engineer with us, so please be sure tat there is a 
professional technician who is familiar with the equipment and the electrical 
installations of the venue

Light

- enough professional light spots to be sure that no musician is in the dark

- colour spots for the back

- some movement would be desirable
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input list

mic suggestions

channel instrument mic/DI boom
1 kick akg d112 / shure beta 52 small
2 snare top shure sm 57 medium
3 snare bottom sennheiser e 604 clamp
4 hi hat akg c 451 medium
5 rack tom sennheiser e 604 clamp
6 floor tom sennheiser e 604 clamp
7 oh L akg c 451 / c 414 / sE 8 tall
8 oh R Akg c 451 / c 414 / sE 8 tall
9 conga 1 shure sm 58 / akg c 519 medium
10 conga 2 shure sm 58 / akg c 519 medium
11 percussion OH akg c 451 tall
12 bass DI
13 guitar Shure sm 57 small
14 key L DI
15 key R DI
16 trombone md 421 / sm 7 tall
17 trumpet md 421 / sm 7 tall
18 vocals provided by band tall
19 backing vox perc Shure sm 58 tall
20 spare Shure sm 58 tall

returns

mix 1 bass monitor
mix 2 drum monitor
mix 3 percussion monitor
mix 4 guitar monitor
mix 5 horns monitor
mix 6 vocal monitor
mix 7 keyboard monitor

for any questions please don´t hesitate to call the band!


